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t Anne's church in Accrington, decided to partition part of the main hall from the church .
This was so that they could create a smaller, more versatile meeting area at the entrance of the
church. This area would contain , a small kitchen area and toilets.

Due to the existing ornate features within the church , any such partitioning would need to fit into the
existing décor, and style of the church. In conjunction with the architects, and the priest , the new design was agreed.

The Specification that was decided, was that the new oak partition and doors had to match exactly the
original wall panelling, this included many different original hand carvings, intricate coving, picture
frames and beading, also the existing entrance would have to be altered so that the new kitchen and
toilets would blend in. this meant that the panelling was carried on around the newly created areas as
well..
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The original hand carvings needed to be copied. To do this we took detailed photographs , that we
could use with our state of the art computer software and create computerised 3d models . Once this
had been done, we were then able to do most of the carving work on the CNC and then finish them by
hand to get them to match the existing ones as closely as possible

Below are the digitised 3d models created from the original photographs , once we have these we
can alter, amend and resize any of them if required.

The original coving and mouldings were made using traditional methods, although the CNC
was used to reproduce some of the mouldings
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A selection of photographs from the finish partition

All the main carvings and mouldings in

Photo showing the main glazed doors and the pan-

Old meets new. The only original features on both, are the paintings

One of the panelled doors

The new central glazed doors opening up in to the main hall
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Established for over 26 years as a specialist joinery company Argyle Street Joinery manufacture
and supply Softwood, Hardwood and PVC-u windows, doors and staircases.

Contact details
Argyle Street Joinery Ltd
Marshalls Yard
Argyle St
Accrington
Lancs
BB5 1DQ
Tel 01254 872615
Fax 01254 879566
Email info@argylestreetjoinery.co.uk
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